Joy E. Rancatore writes fiction, nonfiction and everything in between.
When she's not doing horrible things to her characters or dreaming
up faery creatures and fantastic weapons, she beats her husband at
card games, homeschools her two children, snuggles her two stinky
dogs and lets her cat, Tolkien, do whatever he wants. They'd prefer to
live in Middle-earth or Narnia or Hogwarts or in a galaxy far, far away;
but, for now, they live across Lake Pontchartrain from New Orleans.
Her biggest writing accomplishment to date remains penning the
cover story for the August 2003 issue of Leatherneck, Magazine of the
Marines. It featured her brother, Justin.
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Witness a young man’s battles of mind, heart and soul and follow his coming-ofage journey from selfishness to true sacrifice and from recklessness toward
redemption in this contemporary southern fiction novel meant to reside on your
heart’s bookshelves.
Jack Calhoun recovers from one tragedy and its consequential addiction enough to
glimpse a shimmer of hope for his future—until the day of the second accident. Instead
of heading to college with his childhood sweetheart, Rachael, Jack flees the rural
southern town that blames him for every bad thing and leaves his loved ones behind.
His journey for purpose, if not peace, brings Jack face-to-face with war in Iraq’s desert,
with his past’s nightmares and with a deeper battle on a mountain peak. Along the way,
he both finds and loses parts of himself.
Perhaps it was never purpose he required but the ability to discern selfishness from
sacrifice. Will he cast off a lifetime of crippling guilt to rest in redemption, or will peace
remain as elusive as any good thing for Jack?
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